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 Before   After 

First name Robin Jesse

Last name Strohm Kanitz

Email r.strohm@wslawllc.com J.Kanitz@wslawllc.com

Organization
name

Williams & Strohm, LLC Williams & Strohm, LLC

CAI
Membership

Type

Business Partner Business Partner

Candidate
statement

I have been involved with CAI dating back to 2015.
I value the Central Ohio Chapter and recognize the
important role the Board plays in promoting an
amicable and purposeful professional body. I have
gained from the relationships I have developed
within the Chapter, and I am willing to diligently
work as a member of the Board to ensure the
Chapter remains a vibrant organization internally
and that it continues to grow externally by the
addition of new members. Further, I believe my
successful representation of clients in nearly all
aspects of community association living, from
simple neighborly disputes to more complex
litigation, has provided me with experience that will
enable me to bring value to the Board and to
achieve these goals.

I have been involved with CAI dating back to 2015.
I value the Central Ohio Chapter and recognize the
important role the Board plays in promoting an
amicable and purposeful professional body. I have
gained from the relationships I have developed
within the Chapter, and I am willing to diligently
work as a member of the Board to ensure the
Chapter remains a vibrant organization internally
and that it continues to grow externally by the
addition of new members. Further, I believe my
successful representation of clients in nearly all
aspects of community association living, from
simple neighborly disputes to more complex
litigation, has provided me with experience that
will enable me to bring value to the Board and to
achieve these goals.

Candidate
credentials

B.A., Master of Arts, Public Policy and Management,
and J.D.

B.A., Master of Arts, Public Policy and
Management, and J.D.

Previous
board

member

No No

Previous
member year

Additional
comments
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My name is Jesse M. Kanitz, and I would be honored to receive your vote for a position on the 
Chapter’s Board of Directors. I am an attorney at the firm of Williams and Strohm, LLL.  I have a 
Juris Doctorate and Master of Arts in Public Policy and Management, both of which I obtained 
from The Ohio State University. I have been practicing law for over eleven years, and I have spent 
the last six focused primarily on representing community associations in nearly all aspects of 
community living, from simple neighborly disputes to more complex litigation. While I would like 
to say I have seen everything imaginable at this point, I now have the experience, especially after 
this year, to know that it is impossible to imagine what craziness is to come, but also the 
confidence to know that with the right approach and people around you, a solution exists.  
 
I have been involved with CAI dating back to 2015. Over the years, I have come to truly value my 
experience with CAI and, most importantly, the relationships it has allowed me to develop. I 
previously served as a member of the Chapter’s volunteer committee and advanced to chair the 
committee. During that time, the committee was able to build on the work of those members 
that came before us and to further develop it into a genuinely impactful group, donating several 
hundred pounds of food and organizing multiple in-person volunteer events. The work I was able 
to be a part of in this committee, epitomizes my view of CAI: a group of people working together 
to make the communities they serve better.   
 
I have gained from the relationships I have developed within the Chapter, and I am willing to 
diligently work as a member of the Board to ensure the Chapter remains a vibrant organization 
internally and that it continues to grow externally by the addition of new members.  I recognize 
the important work that the Board puts into preserve the Chapter and advance its goals, and I 
believe my experience will allow me to bring value to the Board immediately. I have always 
worked hard to represent my clients, and I promise to work hard to serve the Chapter if elected 
to the Board. 
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